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Collecting Modern U.S. Currency in
COSTA RICA

love airports in developing countries. The appeal is
the hustle: taxi drivers, lodging agents, money chang-
ers, auto rental representatives, tour operators, guides,

vendors of every imaginable type of goods, all types of people
all at once trying to get at your wallet. All are offering the best
deals. The cacophony, the press of the people, the strange lan-
guages, the litter, and the first smells of the foreign land are all
here to both assault and greet you. Here is competition, at
least the appearance of competition, at its loudest and best,
not too dissimilar to a numismatic bourse.

Great foreign airports are so out of the ordinary experiences
for most Americans, most of us approach them with great trepi-
dation, even terror. There is a huge business with terrific profits
just in insulating American tourists from the hoards waiting
in such places. It begins at home with a tour agent who ar-
ranges for your every possible need at a destination a third of
the way around the world. One promise is that someone who
speaks fluent English holding a placard with your name on it
will be waiting at your gate to shepherd you through the maze
of immigration, customs and, finally, to a waiting van. Like
some hermetically sealed piece of meat, you are to be trans-
ported safely through it all to the safety of an expensive hotel.

Sure, you are paying $175 per night for your hotel room
when a typical native room costs $5, but you are protected
from the unwashed, you drink American liquor at best or
bottled water at worst, eat American style beef, and watch CNN.
These hotels are happy to exchange your money, never mind
that the buy-sell spread ranges up to 30 percent, at least you
usually won't get short changed. You have arrived in the great
white way, and the exotic foreign land that you are visiting is
something you will glimpse from the window of an air condi-
tioned bus populated by other white people, read about in
your guidebook, and see when you accidentally peer over the
back fence of the hotel complex the one time you make a wrong
turn coming out of the disco.

I loath being channeled through the white way where the
only foreign sensation I get to savor is the rapid depletion of
my credit limit by a multinational hotel chain populated by
assorted falsely-gracious, English-speaking parasites. So, long
ago, I steeled my courage and began to stand still in the cen-
ters of those airports until the anxiety subsided. I studied the
patterns. Many people in the masses plying me were good
people offering interesting deals on everything. By watching
natives and experienced travelers, I could figure out where the
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best opportunities lay, whether it was local transportation or
exotic lodging in the finest areas. Most important, I could learn
from the posters, flyers and conversations where the best at-
tractions lay, and begin to make my way through the country
to find them. The most important asset, it always seemed, was
a decent local or national map, and they more likely were to
be for sale in the airport than anywhere else in the country.
However, in a pinch, I have traveled on National Geographic
maps brought from home.

For a dollar you can ride a bus all day in China; for $5 you
can take a grand yacht to the most exotic and scenic marine
parks off the coasts ofThailand—snorkeling gear included; for
$12 you can stay in a fastidiously appointed and clean private
room in downtown Hiroshima; for $5 to $8, you can spend
an entire day viewing the highest peaks in the Peruvian Andes,
taking time out to jump on a truck which carries college stu-
dents 4,000 feet up twisting roads to a pristine lake nestled at
12,000 feet against a mountain that towers to 22,000 feet. Of
course, the $8 includes all your food for the day as well, you
won't get back before nightfall, you never will run across any-
one who speaks English, and no one will rob you!

Pretty soon I realized that most people are honest and con-
siderate. I began to trust that you can find food, rooms and
transportation just about anyplace you go—without advanced
reservations! Yeah, I slowly began to evolve into a confident
know-the-system traveler, no longer a tourist sucker!

You also have to know that what I like in foreign airports is
the same thing I enjoy in paper money collecting—a combi-
nation of a lot of fast-paced action and an edge on certain
types of knowledge. For example, I pride myself in being able
to spot a counterfeit at 50 feet. Well maybe it is down to 25
feet now that my eyes are getting worse, but you know the
drill. I have picked more than one counterfeit Original Series
national bank note out of collections or dealer stocks. In mod-
ern notes, my senses can betray all but the Iranian U.S. $100s
with but a cursory glance. There are a lot of you who have the
same skill and equal pride in possessing it. You are a bit cocky
when it comes to knowing your money, right? So am I.

Last January I went to Costa Rica, a tame place by most for-
eign standards. You can drink the water there. The main em-
barkation point for most Costa Rican visitors is Aeropuerto
Internacional Juan Santamaria just west of the capital, San Jose.
It is located in a town called Alajuela. This airport is great.
There are throngs of hustlers hawking everything from the usual
soft drinks, lodging, transportation, car rentals to local cur-
rency. The currency spread was modest, revealing that once
again the best currency exchange rates were at the airport, not
the local banks or hotels.

In short order I learned that the ten or so currency exchange
dealers were all agents for the same guy, and the kingpin was
considered absolutely solid. He couldn't read well, so a son or
cousin would oversee the words on deals involving contracts
like renting his 4-wheel drive jeep, or whatever else he had to
negotiate.
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This was my kind of place. In about an hour I had neat but
economical nearby accommodations, a jeep, the lowdown on
all the great places to visit in the country, and plenty of local
money in my pocket. Within two hours, I was eating in a great
restaurant with plenty of atmosphere in the company of the
American-Italian expatriate couple who owned the place where
I was staying. The next nine days were fantastic, and couldn't
have been accomplished without the decent map I bought at
the airport for about three bucks.

There were days on the beach, hikes through the jungle, sev-
eral nighttime visits to an active volcano, cave exploring, a boat
ride into a wildlife refuge, a stay in an elegant mountain villa,
even an 8-foot-long python slithering across the road. But best
of all I had that airport figured. So much so, I went back early
and booked a flight to Panama for a couple of days just to see
the canal. That would put me through the airport a total of
four times on that trip. No sweat.

Financially it was a good deal as well. Costs were lower than
expected, and I even had about $130 in Costa Rican money
left in my pocket when I arrived early in the morning to depart
from the airport. It was the classic airport scene, crowded, bad
light, hurried, noisy, lots to get done, immigration awaited,
time short. The usual cast of characters was there. I unloaded
the jeep, bade farewell to my last host, paid the airport exit
tax, and hurriedly looked for a money changer to unload the
last of my colones before going through customs. Luckily the
guy I found had a lot of smaller denomination U.S. notes along
with a few thousand in hundreds so I could get rid of all the
colones. He even took my coins. The deal worked out to about
$134 or so, and I got a hundred and the change.

I was intrigued as I took the American cash because the hun-
dred had a difference that signalled an older series note. The
immediate sensation was similar to the contrast that you sense
when you look at a Series 1950 wet-paper printing versus one
of the modern dry-paper printings. I was harried so I stuffed
the cash in my wallet. I rushed on with the idea of looking the
note over more closely later. But I didn't get 15 feet before a
conscious realization formed from what up until then was but
a strong, but diffuse, visceral feeling. "That hundred is a 0/0#
counterfeit!" I pulled it out and it was so bad anyone could
have spotted it from 50 feet, and the best of you could have
seen it across the room! The paper was terrible, real porous
and limp.

I turned around and, of course, the guy was gone. This wasn't
some counterfeit ring pushing "queer" at the airport, but one
hustler who had gotten stuck himself and had to get rid of his
mistake before he lost a few days worth of commissions. He
was looking for the typical careless American tourist and his
problem would be history. So, ironically, he nailed the biggest
know-it-all in the airport! The thing was a Series 1985 Dallas
Federal Reserve note with serial K34791294F. And the back
was even worse than the wretched face, which was among the
worst I have seen!

Burned, and nursing that hollow feeling you get, I settled
into my seat. On the flight back to Houston where I would
change planes for Denver, I occasionally looked at the thing. I
began to laugh at myself. In Houston I went to a sanitized
money exchange stall just to see how badly they were fleecing
the timid tourists heading south. I discovered that the spread
on colones in Houston was even less than in Alajuela! And the
lousy stall was unhurried and brightly lit to boot! ■

REFLECTIONS OF

T this point in preparing our list, the paper money
edition of Coin World has just arrived. We notice a few
names with nationals for sale, as well as several il-

lustrations of interesting notes. This is very beneficial in stimu-
lating interest and expanding the field. We like it.

For those of you who have wondered why we do not adver-
tise more frequently and on a larger scale, we have this to say:
first, advertising is expensive. Unless the cost can be recovered
by lower unit cost (as in manufacturing), it must be ultimately
reflected in higher prices. Once begun, it must be continued
to be effective. Those who stop advertising realize how dam-
aging this can be. We have always felt that we should advertise
on a modest scale, keep our costs low, and rely on our service
and competence to take us as far as we should go.

Shortly after we started in a modest way to do what we could
to popularize nationals, a very large dealer in numismatics
remarked to us that he could not understand why anyone
would attempt to build-up a market for an item, unless he had
a large supply of that item. We did not have a large supply of
either notes or capital with which to buy them. We did how
ever, have an enormous respect for national bank notes, feel-
ing that if any kind of money worthy of collecting, certainly
the beauty of the early charter notes, the interesting and ro-
mantic bank and town names found on all charters, together
with the local signatures, made the collecting of nationals a
challenge worthy of the most resourceful collector. We also
felt that if we could communicate the way we felt about them
to just a few collectors at a time, we could grow with the market.

List #28 was a barn burner. We received more phone orders
than on any previous list, including two orders, had we been
able to fill them, for over 30 notes each. We are now finding it
quite difficult to acquire sufficient notes to offer you the as-
sortment we'd like. Outside of very common items, we need
notes from all areas. IN PLAIN WORDS, WE NEED YOUR
HELP in acquiring material if we are to continue to grow.

At this point, we need suppliers more than we need new
customers. To those of you who have surplus notes, or know
of hoards or available collections, we ask your cooperation.
We promise you an equitable transaction.

[Hickman & Waters 29th Mail List, February 19711

CONSIDER
donating a subscription

of PAPER MONEY to
your college alma mater,
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or library.
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